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CASE STUDY: ALCOM

Project: Alcom draws attendees through a multi-channel direct marketing program 
consisting of a personalized mailer with Personalized URLs and e-mail Broadcast.

Vertical Market: Print Manufacturing     
Business Application: Direct Marketing

The Alcom Business Development Group tested a personalized direct marketing campaign coupled with a personalized URL and 

e-mail Broadcast to boost attendance for their marketing communications conference to launch their integrated suite of products 

and services. 

The multi-channel campaign outperformed the traditional marketing methods. 

Strategy:

Alcom chose the opportunity to demonstrate their strategic leadership by uncovering new 
revenue streams and growth ideas by partnering with the Direct Marketing Alliance (DMA). 
Together they needed to build awareness to Alcom’s new suite of one2one marketing 
communication products and services. Working together to devise a marketing plan that 
involved personalized direct mail, the team formulated a plan for a multi-touch cross-media 
campaign. Understanding that the existing customer information is the richest source of growth 
opportunities, they came up with 862 qualified names for the personalized mailing.

The components for the event: Personalized Mailer, Personalized 
Email Broadcast, take away bag containing branded box with 
fortune cookies filled with custom marketing messages, fortune 
cookie stress reliever and brochure.

The Campaign was designed around a fortune cookie graphic 
which utilized Variable Data communications to personalize 
the message as “First name, a fortune awaits you.” The mailer 
was mailed in a clear fin-seal allowing the recipient to view the 
entire piece. The mailer announced Alcom’s Launch and Learn 
Conference, giving specifics of the event, and a personalized 
URL where the recipient could get more information about the 
event and register to attend and also refer a friend to the event. 
Once the recipient entered the URL, they were asked to answer 
six simple questions concerning their current awareness of 
one2one variable data communications. 

A Personalized E-mail Broadcast was sent one week after the 
mailing and one week prior to the event. To maintain brand 
integrity, the e-mail mirrored the same graphics and information 
as the mailer and contained a link to their personal site as a 
reminder to those who had not taken the time to access their 
personalized URL to learn more about the event or to RSVP.

A post-event E-mail Broadcast was sent out one week after the 
event to the attendees requesting to revisit the personalized 
site and complete a follow-up survey on their experience at the 
conference. 
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Results: Personal URL Landing Page

Alcom hosted the Launch and Learn Conference at a local high-end hotel 
in Philadelphia. Forty-one customers and prospects attended the event. 
Eight hundred and sixty-two mailers with a personalized URL were mailed 
out. The total URL site had received one hundred seventeen visits; sixty-
four of those visits were unique.

•  Response rate prior to the E-mail Broadcast was 7.11% After the 
E-mail Broadcast was sent, there were overall eighty-three referrals 
to the site. The total URL site had received one hundred sixty-three 
unique visits.

•  Response rate after the E-mail Broadcast was 17.25%.

•  The post-event survey e-mail was sent to forty-one attendees and 
eleven completed the follow-up survey.

•  Response rate to the post-event survey e-mail was 26.83%. 

Conclusion:

Alcom has concluded that utilizing a cross-media campaign strategy has 
indicated a significant increase in response rates over the traditional non-
trackable direct mail method. New business opportunities which resulted 
from the conference to date:

•  Six clients responded with requests for follow-up webinars with their 
marketing teams.

•  Two clients have engaged Alcom to complete a personalized variable data campaign.

•   Two clients have been presented with proposals for personalized cross media campaigns, Personal URL, RSVP Page, 
Personalize Refer-A-Friend Page.
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